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[1] Studying the dynamics of the North American Monsoon System (NAMS) is
essential for understanding and assessing the predictability of its variability. Limited-area
models are potentially useful tools for this endeavor, but it is important to first identify
the suite of physical parameterizations that yields the most realistic simulations. We
investigate how different convection and radiation schemes influence simulations of the
NAMS produced with the MM5/OSU model. We focus on the simulated intraseasonal
variability associated with monsoon onset (June to July) and changes between a wet
(1999) and a dry (2000) year. We test six parameterizations, including two convection
schema (Grell and Kain-Fritsch) and three radiation schema (CCM2, Cloud, and
RRTM). We compare results from 2-month-long simulations to observations of
circulation (NCEP Reanalysis) and rainfall (CPC and CMAP). Differences in simulated
rainfall produced by the various combinations of schema are substantial, and much
greater than the differences that arise from internal model variability in a three-member
ensemble of Grell-RRTM simulations. The Grell-RRTM simulation produces the most
realistic patterns and magnitudes of rainfall, including intraseasonal variations and the
differences between the wet and dry year. Simulations using the Kain-Fritsch scheme
produce too much rainfall, and fail to represent the atypical, observed decrease in
precipitation from June-to-July in 2000. The CCM2 radiation scheme produces a
simulated climate that is too cloudy, yielding little rainfall in the NAMS region
regardless of the convection scheme used. The Cloud and RRTM radiation schemes
allow for feedbacks between condensation and the water content of clouds, which yields
substantial improvements in the model simulations. INDEX TERMS: 3314 Meteorology and

Atmospheric Dynamics: Convective processes; 3329 Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics: Mesoscale
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1. Introduction

[2] A large fraction of the annual precipitation in the
southwestern U.S. and northwestern Mexico occurs
between July through September, associated with a seasonal
shift in synoptic-scale circulation patterns [Bryson and
Hare, 1974; Tang and Reiter, 1984; Rowson and Colucci,
1992; Douglas et al., 1993; Mock, 1996; Adams and
Comrie, 1997]. This summertime precipitation maximum
is attributed to the North American monsoon system
(NAMS) (Figure 1). The onset of monsoonal precipitation
is abrupt, although the date of onset varies spatially and

from year to year [Higgins et al., 1997]. Onset typically
occurs between mid-to-late June and early July. Relatively
heavy rainfall persists throughout July and August, and into
September in some years.
[3] Intraseasonal and year-to-year fluctuations of sum-

mertime rainfall within the NAMS region are dramatic.
Accurate predictions of these variations, with lead times
of at least a month, would help mitigate their negative
impacts. This requires identification of the mechanisms that
produce this variability [Gutzler and Preston, 1997]. Hig-
gins et al. [1999] found that precipitation variability in the
NAMS region is linked to conditions in the eastern tropical
Pacific: Positive (negative) SST anomalies favor wet (dry)
winter/spring conditions and dry (wet) summer conditions.
Interactions between the land surface and the atmosphere
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may also influence NAMS variability [Lo and Clark, 2001;
Gutzler, 2000; Small, 2001]. Land surface state within the
NAMS region and in adjacent areas such as the Rocky
Mountains may both be important.
[4] There is currently a substantial focus on understand-

ing NAMS dynamics, with the goal of assessing the
predictability of rainfall variability in this region and
developing tools for prediction (e.g., North American Mon-
soon Experiment (NAME) Science and Implementation
Plan, available at http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/
precip/monsoon/NAME.html). Limited-area or regional cli-
mate models resolve mesoscale features, such as the top-
ography within the NAMS region or the coastlines that
surround it. Therefore, these models provide one means of
studying the NAMS system and its variability. These sorts
of model have been applied to various regions [e.g., Dick-
inson et al., 1989; Giorgi, 1990; Giorgi and Mearns, 1999;
Small et al., 1999]. However, their application to the NAMS
region has been of limited duration only [e.g., Stensrud et
al., 1995; Small, 2001; Gochis et al., 2002], which we show
yields only first-order information regarding their use for
prediction of rainfall variability.
[5] Although regional climate models are potentially

useful tools for studying features such as the NAMS, the

simulations are sensitive to a variety of boundary conditions
and parameterizations that must be specified by the user.
Results are sensitive to grid resolution [Giorgi and Mar-
inucci, 1996] and domain size [Seth and Giorgi, 1998]. The
cumulus parameterization scheme (CPS) used also has a
substantial impact on the simulation [Wang and Seaman,
1997; Giorgi and Shields, 1999], particularly in areas such
as the NAMS region where convection is a key process
[Gochis et. al., 2002]. However, focusing on the CPS alone
without attention to the radiation scheme and its impact on
the radiation budget may be problematic. The surface
radiation budget drives the transfer of water and energy
between the surface and the atmosphere, therefore impact-
ing boundary layer characteristics and convection [Betts and
Ball, 1994; Eltahir and Pal, 1996; Schar et al., 1999; Pal
and Eltahir, 2001].
[6] The first step in using regional models to study

NAMS dynamics is to identify the model domain and suite
of physical parameterizations that yields the best possible
simulations given a particular modeling system. This task is
challenging for several reasons. First, there are many
possible combinations of resolution, domain extent, and
physical parameterizations. Second, as we show here, the
optimal setup for one set of synoptic conditions or time

Figure 1. Domains for the MM5 simulations. The outside box is the coarse grid (domain 1) with 90 km
spacing and 40 � 68 points; the inner box is the nested grid (domain 2) with 30 km spacing and 100 � 70
points. The inside thick box shows the North American monsoon region used in our analyses (112�W–
105�W, 24�N–36�N). The shading shows the typical noon temperature difference between the Reynolds
SST and NCEP reanalysis SST in the Gulf of California.
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period may not be the same as for another. And third, model
runs are computationally expensive, so it is not possible to
complete 100’s of season long simulations. Given these
three considerations, it is not possible to employ formal
optimization techniques used in other fields [e.g., Soroosh-
ian et al., 1993].
[7] Even though it is not possible to compare all possible

model arrangements, it is useful to compare the results from
simulations that include different key parameterizations
[e.g., Pal and Eltahir, 2001; Giorgi and Shields, 1999].
Gochis et al. [2002] took a first step along this path for
simulations of the NAMS. They compared how different
CPS influenced MM5/OSU model simulations of the
NAMS during July 1999. They found substantial differ-
ences between the simulations that included different CPS
and concluded that the Kain-Fritsch CPS yielded the most
realistic surface and upper air-fields. We present very differ-
ent results here, based on analysis of simulations from 1999
and 2000, and comparisons between different radiation
schemes.
[8] In this study, we compare MM5/OSU simulations

with different combinations of convection and radiation
schemes, furthering the work of Gochis et al. [2002]. Our
goal is to examine how accurately the MM5/OSU modeling
system simulates intraseasonal and interannual variability of
the NAMS, and how the accuracy depends on the model
setup. We compare the model output with NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis circulation, moisture transport, and vertical pro-
files of qe and against two different precipitation data sets
(CPC and CMAP). Our study is based on a year with above-
normal precipitation (1999) and one with below-normal
precipitation (2000).
[9] The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-

duces the model used in this study and the different
physical parameterization compared. The observed differ-
ences in the NAMS between 1999 and 2000 are discussed
in section 3. The simulated seasonal evolution of NAMS
using different parameterizations are compared with obser-
vations in section 4, while the simulated interannual vari-
ability is described in section 5. This is followed by a
discussion and conclusions.

2. Model and Simulations

[10] We used NCAR’s MM5 model version 3.4 coupled
to the Oregon State University (OSU) land surface model in
this study. MM5 is a limited area, sigma coordinate, non-
hydrostatic, mesoscale atmospheric model [Grell et al.,
1994]. The OSU land surface scheme calculates the water
and energy balance for a single canopy and four soil layers
[Chen and Dudhia, 2001]. Earlier versions of MM5 model
have been used for NAMS simulations, but temporal
variations in land surface conditions [Stensrud et al.,
1995] and SSTs [Small, 2001] were not represented.

2.1. Domain Selection, Period of Simulation,
and Boundary Conditions

2.1.1. Resolution and Placement of Model Domain
[11] We selected a 90-km coarse grid that permits a

realistic representation of low-level flow from both the
Pacific/Gulf of California and the Gulf of Mexico regions
(See Figure 1). A 30-km two-way nested grid is centered

over the NAMS region, and allows for an improved
representation of the region’s complex topography and
associated spatial variability of surface characteristics.
2.1.2. Period of Simulation
[12] We completed simulations that cover the period June

1 through July 31 in 1999 and 2000. The initial conditions
(see below) were specific to June 1 in each year. We
completed two extra simulations in both 1999 and 2000
with one model arrangement (Grell-RRTM) to assess inter-
nal variability within the model. These simulations were
started 12 and 24 hours later than the original Grell-RRTM
simulation.
2.1.3. Consistency of Boundary Conditions
and Land-Ocean Mask
[13] The initial conditions and time-varying boundary

conditions for the coarse domain are taken from the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data sets [Kalnay et al., 1996].
Initial conditions include atmospheric and surface fields, the
latter including soil moisture and temperature. The time-
varying boundary conditions include (1) atmospheric fields
at the lateral boundaries of the coarse domain and (2) SSTs
throughout the coarse and fine domains. We found that the
relatively high resolution (30 km) MM5 land-ocean mask
was inconsistent with the coarse-resolution (2.5�) time-
varying sea surface temperature (SST) boundary conditions
from NCEP. There were extensive coastal areas treated as
‘‘ocean’’ in the MM5 model that were considered land in
the coarser resolution NCEP data from which SSTs are
extracted. This yields SSTS > 40�C during the middle of the
day in some coastal areas (Figure 1), which produces very
high latent heating and precipitation over nearby elevated
topography. The problem was most severe along the Gulf of
California, an area critical for simulating the NAMS. Here
we use Reynold’s SST data [Reynolds and Smith, 1994]
over the Gulf of California and parts of the Gulf of Mexico,
in locations where the NCEP data actually represents land
surface temperatures. Replacing the high NCEP surface
temperatures with realistic SSTs greatly improves the simu-
lated precipitation in coastal areas (not shown).

2.2. Convection and Radiation Parameterizations

[14] We now describe the different convection and radi-
ation schemes compared in this study (Table 1). We provide
enough information to support the discussion of our results,
and provide references to the original sources that describe

Table 1. Model Options and Design of Numerical Experiments

Physics Option Model Setup

Explicit microphysics Simple Ice [Grell et al., 1994]
Land-Surface Model OSU [Chen and Dudhia, 2001]
P.B.L. MRF [Hong and Pan, 1996]
Radiation Cloud Rad. Scheme [Grell et al., 1994]

CCM2 Rad. Scheme [Hack et al., 1993]
RRTM Longwave scheme [Mlawer et al., 1997]

Cumulus Kain-Fritsch [Kain and Fritsch, 1993]
Grell [Grell et al., 1994]

Numerical Experiment Design

Exp1 (KF-CCM2) Kain-Fritsch and CCM2 Rad. Scheme
Exp2 (KF-Could) Kain-Fritsch and Cloud Rad. Scheme
Exp3 (KF-RRTM) Kain-Fritsch and RRTM Longwave Scheme
Exp4 (Grell-CCM2) Grell and CCM2 Rad. Scheme
Exp5 (Grell-Cloud) Grell and Cloud Rad. Scheme
Exp6 (Grell-RRTM) Grell and RRTM Longwave Scheme
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these schemes in detail. We chose the two CPS (Grell and
Kain-Fritsch) that are recommended for simulations with
30-km grid spacing [Dudhia et al., 2001] and the three most
sophisticated radiation schema.
2.2.1. Grell CPS Scheme
[15] The Grell scheme is a simplified version of the

Arakawa and Schubert [1974] cloud ensemble parameter-
ization [Grell, 1993; Grell et al., 1994]. It represents a
single cloud with a coupled updraft and downdraft. The
convective flux is constant with height because there is no
mixing between the updraft and downdraft and with the
surrounding atmosphere. The Grell scheme is activated
when the grid-scale vertical velocity lifts stable layers past
the level of free convection. The convective precipitation is
proportional to the condensation in the updraft, the mass
flux of the updraft, and an efficiency parameter.
2.2.2. Kain-Fritsch CPS
[16] The Kain-Fritsch convective parameterization scheme

is based on the model of Fritsch and Chappell [1980]. Like
the Grell scheme, both an updraft and downdraft are explic-
itly represented in the KF CPS. Convection is triggered when
the column is unstable and the grid-resolved vertical velocity
is sufficient to overcome buoyancy forces. The precipitation
rate is a function of an efficiency factor and the vertical fluxes
of liquid and vapor. The latter is determined based on grid-
scale CAPE, which is eliminated via convection on the
hourly timescale.
2.2.3. CCM2 Radiation Scheme
[17] This radiation scheme was used in NCAR’s CCM2

global model [Hack et al., 1993]. It estimates the clear and
cloudy sky influence on shortwave and longwave radiation,
integrated over multiple spectral band. Clouds exist when-
ever the relative humidity exceeds a threshold. The amount
of cloud liquid water at any model level is then prescribed
to a preset value. Therefore, there are no explicit interac-
tions between the amount of condensation and the optical
thickness of clouds.
2.2.4. Cloud Radiation Scheme
[18] This scheme is similar to CCM2 in that the radiative

effects of clear and cloudy sky on shortwave and longwave
are estimated. However, the amount of cloud water is
explicitly linked to the condensation calculated during the
simulation.
2.2.5. RRTM Long-Wave Scheme
[19] This is combined with the cloud scheme to provide

more detailed calculations of long-wave radiation transfer
[Mlawer et al., 1997]. It is the Rapid Radiative Transfer
Model and uses a correlated-k model to represent the
effects of the detailed absorption spectrum taking into
account water vapor, carbon dioxide and ozone. It is
implemented in MM5 to also interact with the model cloud
and precipitation fields in a similar way to the cloud-
radiation scheme.

3. Observed State of the North American
Monsoon System in 1999 and 2000

[20] It is necessary to understand the observed features
of the NAMS in the two simulated years (1999, 2000)
before comparing model results to observations. We used
atmospheric circulation, moisture transport, and vertical qe
profile data from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis product

[Kalnay et al., 1996] and precipitation data from Climate
Prediction Center (CPC) data sets [Higgins et al., 1996].
The CPC data consists of 6000 quality gauge stations from
the United States Cooperative Observing Network, inter-
polated onto a 0.25� longitude by 0.25� latitude grid. Due
to some missing gauge data in Mexico (discussed below),
the CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) data is
also used. This data set is the product of merging five
kinds of satellite estimates (GPI, OPI, SSM/I scattering,
SSM/I emission, and MSU). The enhanced file also
includes blended NCEP/NCAR reanalysis precipitation
values. The resolution of the data is 2.5� � 2.5� [Xie
and Arkin, 1996].

3.1. Atmospheric Circulation and
Moisture Transportation at Lower Level

[21] In June 1999, central Mexico and the southern U.S.
were dominated by anticyclonic flow at low levels (700
hPa) (Figure 2a). The entire southwestern U.S. was domi-
nated by southwesterlies. As a result of this circulation, the
eastern Pacific and Gulf of California were the primary
moisture sources for the northern NAMS region. Moisture
from the Gulf of Mexico does not contribute to the NAMS
region. Instead, flow from the Gulf of Mexico is trans-
ported into southern Mexico and into the southeastern U.S.
By July (Figure 2b), the high-pressure ridge shifted north-
ward, yielding a strong flow of moisture from the Gulf of
Mexico into the NAMS region. Moisture transport from
the Gulf of California and Pacific decreased substantially
compared to June. From June to July, the westerlies
decrease over the southern United States and Mexico
(Figure 2c).
[22] The differences between circulation and moisture

transport in 1999 and 2000 shows the intensity of inter-
annual variability in this region. In June 2000, the anti-
cyclonic flow over the NAMS region is shifted further
north compared to June 1999 (Figure 3a). Moisture trans-
port from the Gulf of Mexico is roughly similar to that in
1999, but flow from the Pacific and Gulf of California into
the NAMS region is reduced (not shown). The contrasts
between 1999 and 2000 are much more dramatic in July.
In July 2000, the high is shifted northward and is much
stronger than in 1999 (Figure 3b). This greatly reduces
moisture transport from the Gulf of Mexico into the
NAMS region (Figure 4a). Moisture transport from the
Gulf of Mexico into the Great Plains region is also
reduced dramatically.

3.2. Vertical Profile and Convective Stability

[23] We calculate the vertical profile of equivalent
potential temperature (EPT, qe) from the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis data, averaged over the NAMS and Great Plain
(GP) regions (102�–95�W, 30�–36�N). In both years and
regions, the EPT decreases with height from the surface
up to the 500 hPa level, showing that the lower tropo-
sphere is unstable (Figure 5a). EPT increases with height
above 500 hPa, indicating stable conditions. In the NAMS
region, the vertical profiles are rather different in the wet
(1999) and dry (2000) years. In the wet year, the vertical
gradient of EPT is enhanced, indicating stronger convec-
tive instability during this year (Figure 5a). The difference
is primarily the result of warmer and/or wetter conditions
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near the surface, which is in accord with the observed
differences in circulation between the two years (Figure
4a). The GP EPT gradient is similar in 1999 and 2000,
and is of similar magnitude to the instability observed in
the NAMS region.

3.3. NAMS Onset and Precipitation

[24] In 1999, there is a sharp onset of precipitation in the
NAMS region in the beginning of July in both the CPC and
CMAP data sets (Figure 6). The pattern is different in 2000.
There is no sharp onset of rainfall, and the peak precip-
itation occurs toward the end of June.
[25] In June 1999, the greatest precipitation is observed

(CPC and CMAP) over the GP (Figure 7a). The pattern of
precipitation across the southern United States and Mexico
changes dramatically with the onset of NAMS precipitation.
The precipitation maximum shifts from the GP region in
June to the NAMS region in July (Figure 7b and Figure
10a), although a local maximum exists over the Florida
panhandle. These month-to-month changes in 1999 follow

the typical seesaw pattern observed between these two
regions [Higgins et al., 1999]. The rainfall patterns are very
different in 2000. The June rainfall maximum over the GP is
more diffuse, extending into the NAMS region. From June
to July (Figure 8b), the rainfall decreases substantially
throughout the entire southern United States and northern
Mexico (Figure 10b). Even the NAMS region is drier in
July than in June. The typical monsoon onset does not occur
in 2000. The 2000 CPC data in southern Mexico is clearly
incorrect, as this is the only interval we found when CPC
and CMAP strongly differ.
[26] The intraseasonal (June to July) and interannual

variations (1999 to 2000) in precipitation are clearly linked
with the observed differences in atmospheric circulation
between these 2 years. For example, the strong anticyclone
that dominates the southern United States in July 2000 (See
Figure 3a) inhibits moisture transport into the region,
modifying the vertical profiles of moisture and temperature,
and therefore precipitation. An accurate description of
atmospheric circulation is necessary for simulating the

Figure 2. Monthly mean 700-hPa circulation from NCEP reanalysis data and MM5 simulations for
1999. The vectors show 700-hPa moisture transport (u*q; v*q) (unit: kg/kg*m/s); the contours indicate
geopotential height (unit: gmp), and the thick lines indicate the location of high-pressure ridge. (a) June,
(b) July and (c) July–June difference from NCEP reanalysis; (d) June, (e) July and (f ) July–June
difference in the Grell-RRTM experiment; (g) June, (h) July and (i) July–June difference in the KF-
RRTM experiment.
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spatial and temporal variation in summertime precipitation
in the southern United States and Mexico.

4. Influence of Convection and Radiation
Schemes in the Simulated NAMS

[27] We now compare the evolution of the NAMS in
1999 and 2000 as simulated by MM5-OSU model with six
combinations of CPS (KF and Grell) and RAD schemes
(CCM2, Cloud, and RRTM). All experiments were initial-
ized on 0000 UTC 1 June and integrated continuously
through 0000 UTC 31 July.

4.1. Atmospheric Circulation and
Moisture Transportation at Lower Level

[28] First, we compare the large-scale atmospheric circu-
lation and resulting moisture transport in the six MM5
simulations with the comparable fields from the NCEP
reanalysis. We focus on the low-level flow (700 hPa), as
the month-to-month and year-to-year differences are dra-
matic at this level. We chose the 700 hPa level because it is
the lowest level that is above the surface throughout the
NAMS region. We have compared the 700 hPa fields to
those at lower levels (not shown). The flow and moisture
transport at 700 hPa is representative of that throughout the
lower troposphere. We focus on the Grell-RRTM and

KF-RRTM experiments, and point out important differences
between the other simulations where they exist.
[29] In June 1999, the Grell-RRTM and KF-RRTM

simulations generally represent the anticyclonic flow
observed over the southern U.S. and Mexico (Figures 2d
and 2g). However, there are substantial differences in both
the location and the intensity of highs between the two
experiments, and between the experiments and observa-
tions. In both simulations, the high-pressure centers are
stronger and farther northeast than in the NCEP reanalysis.
This reduces moisture transport from the Gulf of Mexico into
the southern GP, compared to the observations. The anti-
cyclonic flow is stronger in the KF-RRTM simulation than in
the Grell-RRTM simulation, yielding low-level moisture
transport over the southern GP that is opposite in direction
fromNCEP. In all simulations, the circulation has much more
fine-scale structure than in NCEP/NCAR reanalysis fields.
This is related to the higher resolution of the MM5-OSU
model. We do not know if the added details are realistic.
[30] In July 1999, the simulated circulation is more

similar to observed than in June (Figures 2e and 2f ). Both
experiments represent the circulation changes associated
with the onset of the NAMS: the anticyclonic flow center
over the Sierra Madre Occidental shifts northward into the
southwestern United States. This enhances moisture trans-
port from the Gulf of Mexico into the NAMS region,

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but for 2000.
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although the simulated moisture transport does not extend
as far west as in the reanalysis. In the KF-RRTM, a low
pressure exists over Mexico that is not observed in the
NCEP reanalysis or the Grell-RRTM experiment. This low
yields very high precipitation in this region that is not
observed in the high-resolution CPC data set. Differences
between the six simulations are numerous. The simulations
that include the CCM2 radiation scheme exhibit anoma-
lously strong anticyclonic flow over Arizona (AZ) and New
Mexico (NM), precluding moisture transport from the Gulf
of Mexico into the NAMS region (not shown).
[31] The July–June difference in Grell-RRTM (Figure

2f ) is consistent with the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis field
(Figure 2c). The difference field in KF-RRTM (Figure 2i) is
also similar, but includes relative cyclonic flow that is too
strong over Mexico.
[32] In 2000, the circulation in both June and July in

Grell-RRTM (Figures 3d and 3e) is similar to observed
(Figures 3a–3c). In contrast, the circulation simulated in the
KF-RRTM run is dramatically different than observed
(Figures 3g and 3h). In KF-RRTM, Mexico is dominated

by anomalously strong cyclonic flow, just as was simulated
for July 1999. This structure enhances moisture conver-
gence over Mexico yielding precipitation that is much
stronger than observed (see below).
[33] The 2000 difference field between July and June

from the Grell-RRTM simulation (Figure 3f) is similar to

Figure 4. The 700-hPa differences between July 2000 and
July 1999. The vectors show moisture transport (u*q; v*q)
(unit: kg/kg*m/s); the contours indicate geopotential height
(unit: gmp). (a) NCEP. (b) Grell-RRTM. (c) KF-RRTM.

Figure 5. Profiles of monthly mean equivalent potential
temperature (qe) averaged over the NAMS and Great Plains
(GP) regions. (a) NCEP reanalysis. (b) NAMS 1999. (c)
NAMS 2000.
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the reanalysis: There is a decrease in moisture transport
from the Gulf of Mexico into the southern U.S. This feature
is not simulated as closely in the KF-RRTM simulation
(Figure 3i), but it is partially represented. In addition, the
KF-RRTM difference field includes more flow into the
NAMS region from the Pacific than in the NCEP reanalysis
or in the Grell-RRTM simulation.

4.2. Vertical Profile and Convective Stability

[34] We now compare the July vertical profiles of qe in the
six simulations to those in the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
(Figure 5a). In both years, the vertical profiles of qe (Figures
5b and 5c) fall into three distinct groups: (1) Grell-Cloud
and Grell-RRTM; (2) KF-Cloud and KF-RRTM; and (3)
Grell-CCM2 and KF-CCM2. The vertical profiles from the
Grell-Cloud and Grell-RRTM experiments are similar to
those in the reanalysis: the qe gradient is negative up to 500
hPa and positive above that level. Averaged throughout
July, the lower troposphere is convectively unstable in these
simulations. In contrast, the qe vertical gradient is positive
throughout the profile in the KF-Cloud and KF-RRTM
simulations, so the profile is stable. The profiles from

simulations with CCM2 radiation fall in the middle. The
fact that the CCM2 lines are so similar shows that this
radiation scheme exerts a strong influence on the simulated
fields (relative to the CPS). In all six experiments, there are
virtually no differences between 1999 and 2000, which is in
stark contrast to the year-to-year differences included in the
NCEP reanalysis.

4.3. NAMS Precipitation

4.3.1. Time Series
[35] In 1999, all six simulations show a dramatic rise in

precipitation in early July (Figure 6a), as observed in the
CPC and CMAP precipitation data sets. Following this
initial rise, the precipitation rate in the Grell-RRTM and
Grell-Cloud simulations drops off slightly, similar to the
observations. In contrast, the precipitation in the KF-Cloud
and KF-RRTM cases continues to grow until the middle of
July, to a maximum of 3.5 mm/day. In simulations with
CCM2 radiation, the decrease following NAMS onset is
greater than observed.
[36] In 2000 (Figure 6b), the Grell-RRTM and Grell-

Cloud simulations follow the observed time series most
closely, rising for a 10-day interval at the end of June and
subsequently decreasing. The precipitation in the KF-Cloud
and KF-RRTM cases also rises during late June, but does
not decrease in July as observed. In 2000, the simulations
with CCM2 follow different progressions: The peak in KF-
CCM2 precipitation is later than observed and there is
virtually no precipitation in the Grell-CCM2 case. In almost
all simulations, there is a short-duration rise at the beginning
of June that is not observed in the CPC or CMAP data sets.
The source of this bias is unknown.
[37] Figure 6 shows the variations in the three-member

ensemble of simulations produced with the Grell-RRTM
setup, which is measure of internal model variability. The
differences between the three Grell-RRTM simulations are
typically small, at least compared to the differences in
simulated rainfall that arise from using different convection
or radiation schemes.
4.3.2. Magnitude of Precipitation
[38] In July 1999, the magnitude of precipitation in the

KF-Cloud and KF-RRTM is almost twice the CPC observed
precipitation and is also much higher than the CMAP
observed value (Figure 9, Table 2). The simulated precip-
itation in the Grell-RRTM simulation is virtually the same
as CPC and is slightly lower than CMAP. The other three
cases (KF-CCM2, Grell-CCM2 and Grell-Cloud) have only
half of the observed precipitation. All six simulations show
the observed precipitation increase from June to July. There
is a substantial difference in July minus June precipitation
between the CPC and CMAP data sets. The Grell-RRTM
simulation yields the July–June difference that is closest to
both values.
[39] In July 2000, the magnitude of precipitation in the

KF-Cloud and KF-RRTM cases is many times greater than
observed (Figure 9, Table 2). The Grell-RRTM and Grell-
Cloud setups also produce too much precipitation, but the

Figure 6. Time series of observed and simulated pre-
cipitation over the NAMS region for the period June 1
through July 31, for (a) 1999 and (b) 2000. All values are
five-day averages. Not all simulations are shown for clarity.
The error bars on the Grell-RRTM line show the range of
precipitation value simulated in the three-member ensemble
completed with this model setup.

Figure 7. (opposite) The 1999 June and July mean-monthly precipitation from observations (CPC CMAP) and MM5
simulations (Grell-RRTM and KF-RRTM) over land (unit: cm/month): CPC for (a) June and (b) July; CMAP for (c) June
and (d) July; Grell-RRTM for (e) June and (f ) July; and KF-RRTM for (g) June and (h) July.
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, but for 2000.
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Figure 9. Mean monthly precipitation throughout the NAMS region from observations (CMAP and
CPC) and all six simulations. Plots show July precipitation (1999 and 2000); July minus June differences
(1999 and 2000); and 2000–1999 differences (June and July). The simulations are grouped by CPS and
the pattern within each bar shows the radiation scheme used.
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offset is not as great. The precipitation amount in the Grell-
CCM2 simulation is closest to the observed amount.
[40] The observed decrease in NAMS precipitation

between June 2000 and July 2000 is opposite of the usual
pattern. The KF-Cloud and KF-RRTM experiments do not
represent this atypical pattern: They predict an increase in
precipitation from June to July that is nearly as large as in
1999 (Figure 9, Table 2). In contrast, the Grell-RRTM and
Grell Cloud simulations show this atypical decrease in
rainfall between July and June, and the magnitude of the
decrease is similar to the observations (��0.3 mm/day).
The Grell-CCM2 precipitation difference is also similar to
observed, which is consistent with the fact that this model
setup always yields very little precipitation.
4.3.3. Spatial Patterns
[41] All model arrangements that do not include the

CCM2 radiation scheme produce similar patterns of precip-
itation in June 1999 (Figure 7). These patterns are similar to
observed: strong precipitation over the GP and southeastern
United States and dry conditions over northwestern Mexico
and the southwestern United States. In July, the four experi-
ments without CCM2 produce the observed heavy precip-
itation over New Mexico and the Sierra Madre Occidental
but rainfall over AZ is underestimated. There are substantial
differences between simulations. For example, the Grell-
RRTM case underpredicts precipitation in the southeastern
U.S. while the KF-RRTM overpredicts precipitation over
most of Mexico. Table 3 shows RMSE values calculated
between the simulations and observed precipitation. The
Grell-Cloud and Grell-RRTM simulations yield the patterns
closest to observed in July 1999, both within the NAMS
region and throughout the nested domain.

[42] The differences between simulations are more appa-
rent when we examine the month-to-month changes in
rainfall. In 1999, the observed July minus June precipitation
difference shows the typical GP-NAMS seesaw pattern. The
Grell-RRTM case (Figure 10b) yields a similar July minus
June pattern: decreased precipitation over the GP and
southeastern United States and increased precipitation over
the NAMS region. However, this simulation produces an
unrealistic area of increasing precipitation in northeastern
Mexico and southern Texas. In contrast, precipitation in the
KF-RRTM simulation is rather different than observed:
precipitation increases everywhere from June to July, except
for a small area over Alabama. RMSE values for the July–
June patterns are lower for the Grell than the KF simu-
lations, except for the simulations that include CCM2
radiation (Table 3).
[43] In 2000, the June rainfall patterns are simulated

reasonably well by all model arrangements except those
including CCM2 (Figure 8). The model-to-model differ-
ences are more dramatic in July. For example, the rainfall
pattern produced by the Grell-RRTM simulation is similar
to observed, but the KF-RRTM pattern is too high through-
out Mexico and the southwestern United States. These
differences are most obvious when we look at the July
minus June patterns (Figures 10b, 10d, and 10f and Table
3). Precipitation in the NAMS region and most of southern
United States decreased from June to July in 2000 (Figure
10b). The Grell-RRTM simulation shows this general pat-
tern (Figure 10d), except for a small region in Texas. In
contrast, rainfall in KF-RRTM simulation is higher in July
than June over most of the NAMS region and southern
United States (Figure 10f ). The RMSE values from the

Table 2. Comparison of Observed Precipitation Over the Entire NAMS Region (112–105�W, 24–36�N) With the Experiments in 1999

and 2000 (mm/day)a

CMAP CPC KF-CCM2 KF-Cloud KF-RRTM Grell-CCM2 Grell-Cloud Grell-RRTM

June 0.53 0.61 0.25 0.56 0.56 0.31 0.75 0.82
1999 July 3.54 2.44 1.32 4.60 4.36 1.14 1.54 2.53

July June 3.01 1.83 1.07 4.04 3.80 0.83 0.79 1.71
June 0.79 1.02 1.04 2.01 2.37 0.46 1.54 1.73

2000 July 0.66 0.63 1.46 4.34 3.70 0.58 1.32 1.32
July June �0.16 �0.38 0.42 2.33 1.33 0.12 �0.22 �0.44

2000–1999 June 0.26 0.41 0.79 1.45 1.81 0.15 0.79 0.91
July �2.91 �1.81 0.18 �0.26 �0.66 �0.56 �0.22 �1.18

aBold numbers indicate experiment that is closest to the CPC value.

Table 3. RMSE Calculated Between Simulated and Observed Precipitation Patterns, Over the NAMS

Region and Whole Studied Areas in 1999 and 2000

KF-ccm2 KF-cloud KF-rrtm Grell-ccm2 Grell-cloud Grell-rrtm

1999 (NAMS) July 6.99 11.16 9.83 7.3 6.71 5.99
July June 6.54 11.22 9.78 7.48 8.70 6.65

2000 (NAMS) July 3.44 14.73 11.13 6.11 4.50 3.00
July June 3.38 9.22 7.90 5.69 4.00 2.37

1999 (Whole) July 9.13 9.50 11.53 9.40 7.68 8.67
July June 9.63 9.33 11.81 10.52 9.66 8.30

2000 (Whole) July 7.02 9.92 17.80 4.63 6.50 4.30
July June 7.50 6.34 17.02 4.79 6.60 4.50

2000–1999 (July) NAMS 8.69 8.72 6.43 6.63 6.81 5.95
Whole 6.68 7.70 11.11 7.66 6.73 8.40

Bold numbers indicate experiment that has the lowest RMSE.
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Grell-RRTM are lowest for July and July–June differences
in 2000, both for NAMS and the entire nested domain
(Table 3).

5. Simulated Interannual Variability
Between 1999 and 2000

[44] We now compare the simulated and observed varia-
bility of atmospheric circulation and precipitation. The
difference in June circulation between 2000 and 1999 is
that relative cyclonic flow dominated Texas and northern
Mexico, yielding higher precipitation in this area in 2000
than in 1999. All six models arrangements reproduce this
circulation change (not shown), and the slight increase in
June precipitation in the NAMS region (Figure 9).
[45] The observed changes between 1999 and 2000 in

July are more dramatic (Figure 4). 700 hPa height anoma-
lies are negative over the GP and positive over the NAMS
region. Accordingly, there is relative (2000–1999) anti-
cyclonic flow over the NAMS region, centered over AZ.
Moisture transport from the Gulf of Mexico into the GP and
Mexico is greatly reduced. The observed difference in
precipitation is negative throughout the NAMS region and
along the entire Gulf Coast (Figures 9 and 10g). There is a
slight increase in precipitation further north in the GP
region.
[46] The simulated circulation and precipitation changes

vary from experiment to experiment (Figures 4 and 10). The
Grell-RRTM and Grell-Cloud simulations reproduce the
observed circulation changes most closely, including (1)
the positive-to-negative height anomalies from west to east;
(2) the large-scale relative increase in northerlies and
decrease in moisture transport from the Gulf of Mexico;
and (3) anticyclonic flow over the NAMS region. These
simulations yield decreased precipitation over the NAMS
region and the Texas coast (Figure 9). The observed
precipitation increase over the central GP is also repro-
duced, but this area of increased precipitation does extend
down to the Gulf of Mexico. The Grell-RRTM simulation
yields the pattern of precipitation change within the NAMS
region that is most similar to observed (Table 3).
[47] The 700-hPa height differences are negative every-

where in the KF-RRTM and KF-Cloud simulations. In
addition, the relative increase in northerlies is weaker than
observed, as is the reduction in moisture transport from the
Gulf of Mexico. There is also weak relative cyclonic flow
over parts of the NAMS region. This results in positive
moisture transport into the NAMS region from the Pacific.
The resulting precipitation difference (2000–1999) is rather
different from observed: there is an extensive area with
higher precipitation over central Mexico and NM, rather
than the observed decrease (Figure 10i). Accordingly, the
RMSE values for these simulations are high (Table 3). The
simulations that include the CCM2 radiation scheme are
dominated by relative cyclonic flow over the Texas coast
region and an increase in precipitation from 1999 to 2000.

6. Discussion

[48] Our comparison of simulated and observed circula-
tion, vertical qe profiles, and precipitation shows that the
accuracy of modeled NAMS dynamics clearly depends on

the CPS and RAD parameterizations used. This result is not
surprising: a variety of previous studies have highlighted the
impact of physical parameterization on simulated climate in
other regions. Importantly, there were notable differences
between the various simulations in the representation of
both the evolution of the NAMS within a year and the
variability of NAMS dynamics between a wet and dry year.
The model arrangement including Grell-RRTM yielded the
most realistic simulation of intraseasonal and interannual
precipitation variability, including both the magnitude and
patterns. This is consistent with the result that the low-level
circulation and moisture transport simulated by the Grell-
RRTM model were most similar to observed.
[49] It is challenging to determine exactly why the Grell-

RRTM simulation was the most similar to observed. The
convective parameterization and radiation schema influence
the simulation via numerous nonlinear pathways. However,
trying to understand why one model arrangement is better
than another is critical to assess what sort of physical
parameterizations are optimal for predictability studies of
the NAMS. In addition, this assessment can help identify
what processes must be accurately represented to simulate
NAMS dynamics, and therefore which processes are impor-
tant in the real-world NAMS.
[50] First, we examine the energy budget of the land

surface for clues of why the simulations differ. The land
surface state probably plays an important role in NAMS
dynamics [e.g., Small, 2001], so a poor representation of the
surface energy balance (SEB) will likely have a negative
impact on the overall simulation. The single most obvious
shortcoming from a SEB perspective is that the surface
incident shortwave radiation in the simulations that include
the CCM2 radiation scheme is far too low. In both KF-
CCM2 and Grell-CCM2, the July incident shortwave is only
�170 W m�2 (Table 4). The incident shortwave radiation is
50% higher in the other four simulations, in accord with
observed values from the NAMS region [Small and Kurc,
2001]. The surface temperature in the CCM2 simulations is
also noticeably too low, at least compared to estimates of
NAMS-averaged surface temperature from remote sensing.
The low surface temperature is the obvious outcome of too
little incident shortwave radiation.
[51] The CCM2 radiation problem shows that this scheme

yields a climate that is too cloudy. This is an outcome of the
simplicity of the CCM2 scheme as implemented in MM5.
The cloud liquid water content is prescribed to a specified
value (variable with height) whenever a relative humidity
threshold is exceeded. There is no explicit link between
condensation and the amount of radiatively-active cloud
water. Not enough radiation reaches the surface because the
specified cloud liquid water content is too high. The end
result is that the land surface is too cool, limiting rising air,
convergence and precipitation. The Cloud and RRTM
schemes allow for feedbacks between condensation and
the radiative thickness of clouds. This more complex
coupling yields substantial improvements in the simulated
climate and should be included in physically-based predic-
tion schemes.
[52] Excluding the CCM2 simulations, the big differences

between the remaining simulations can be attributed to the
convective parameterizations. Differences arising from use
of the Cloud versus the RRTM radiation scheme are
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relatively minor in comparison. The Grell-Cloud and Grell-
RRTM simulations are rather similar and differ strongly
from the KF-Cloud and KF-RRTM simulations This is
clearly seen in the precipitation amounts (Figure 9), vertical
qe profiles (Figure 5), or in the time series of surface latent
heat flux (Figure 11).
[53] It makes sense that using RRTM instead of Cloud

yields a small difference in the simulated NAMS dynamics.
The difference between these schemes is in the calculation
of longwave radiation, with the RRTM scheme explicitly
representing the effects of trace gases such as H2O, CO2,
and O3. Table 4 shows that the differences in downward
longwave and shortwave radiation are minor. Both quanti-
ties are �10–20 W m�2 lower when the RRTM scheme is
used, in both the Grell and KF experiments. The simulations
including the RRTM radiation scheme yield circulation and
precipitation fields that are more similar to observations
than the simulations that include the Cloud scheme, at least
when Grell is used (Table 3). Given that the RRTM scheme
both explicitly accounts for additional physical processes
and yields possibly improved simulations, this radiation
scheme is the logical choice between the three tested.
[54] The final question we address is: Why does use of

the Grell convective scheme yield a more realistic simu-
lation than using the KF scheme? The KF scheme clearly
yields too much precipitation in the NAMS and Gulf Coast
regions (Figures 7–9 and Table 2), except in June 1999. KF
rainfall is reasonable when CCM2 is used, although this is
likely due to compensating errors. qe increases with height
in the KF simulations over the NAMS region. This con-
trasts strongly with the NCEP profiles and those in the Grell
simulations, which include a decrease to a minimum at the
500 hPa height. This difference indicates that the KF
scheme is too efficient at transferring moist static energy
from near the surface to the midtroposphere, removing

instabilities from the column. The result suggests that the
KF scheme is triggered more frequently or yields more
intense convection than the Grell scheme, yielding an over-
prediction of precipitation (Figures 7 and 8 and Table 2). As
discussed byGochis et al. [2002], the KF scheme is probably
triggered more frequently, because it includes a parameter-
ization of the buoyancy effects of subgrid-scale temperature
perturbations. The very high convective rainfall amounts in
the KF simulations (Table 4) are additional evidence that
there is too much convection in this simulation.

7. Summary

[55] In this study, we investigate how different CPS and
RAD schemes influence MM5 simulations of the North
American monsoon system. We focus on the simulated
intraseasonal variability (June to July) and changes between
a wet (1999) and a dry (2000) year. Our results show that
the MM5/OSU model reproduces basic features of NAMS
variability, but the accuracy strongly depend on the combi-
nation of CPS and RAD schemes. In addition, the differ-
ences in simulated rainfall between the various schema are
larger than the differences that arise from internal model
variability with the Grell-RRTM setup.
[56] On the intraseasonal timescale, the skill of the differ-

ent model arrangements varies between 1999 and 2000. For
1999, all six model setups simulate the June-to-July increase
in precipitation (monsoon onset), with the magnitude of the
change closest to observed in the Grell-RRTM simulation.
Only the Grell-RRTM and Grell-Cloud simulations repro-
duce the atypical June-to-July precipitation decrease
observed in 2000. On the interannual timescale, all experi-
ments reproduce the decrease in precipitation in July 2000,
except for the KF-CCM2 experiment. Again, the magnitude
and pattern of the year-to-year precipitation difference in the

Figure 10. 1(opposite) Seasonal and interannual variability of precipitation averaged over the NAMS region (unit: cm/
month). July minus June difference in 1999: (a) CPC observed; (b) Grell-RRTM; and (c) KF-RRTM. July minus June
difference in 2000: (d) CPC observed; (e) Grell-RRTM; and (f ) KF-RRTM. July 2000 minus July 1999 difference: (g) CPC
observed; (h) Grell-RRTM; and (i) KF-RRTM.

Table 4. Land Surface Fluxes (Wm�2), Ground Temperature (Tg in K), convective (Rc) and non-

convective (Rn) Precipitation (mm/day) in NAMS Region in July

JULY LHF SHF DSWR DLWR Tg Rc Rn

KF-CCM2 1999 32 43 152 362 295 0.9 0.4
2000 39 40 155 361 294 0.9 0.5
2000–1999 - - - - - 0.0 0.1

KF-Cloud 1999 82 90 282 405 300 3.3 1.3
2000 83 86 268 406 299 3.3 1.1
2000–1999 - - - - - �0.0 �0.2

KF-RRTM 1999 66 75 246 386 298 2.3 2.1
2000 79 67 250 382 297 2.2 1.5
2000–1999 - - - - - �0.1 �0.6

Grell-CCM2 1999 30 56 183 359 295 0.3 0.8
2000 26 64 205 352 296 0.3 0.3
2000–1999 - - - - - 0.0 �0.5

Grell-Cloud 1999 47 123 320 395 302 1.0 0.6
2000 50 126 328 394 302 0.8 0.5
2000–1999 - - - - - �0.2 �0.1

Grell-RRTM 1999 53 94 286 377 299 1.1 1.4
2000 48 111 320 368 300 0.7 0.6
2000–1999 - - - - - �0.4 �0.8
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Grell-RRTM experiment is closest to observed. Our results
highlight the need for longer experiments when comparing
physical parameterizations. The results presented here
should be tested with experiments that sample the full range
of conditions observed in the NAMS region.
[57] The CPS used has a large influence on simulated

NAMS dynamics, and we recommend Grell over KF for
MM5 simulations in this region. However, considering the
CPS alone is not enough. The radiation parameterization
used can influence the simulation as much or more than the
CPS. The Cloud and RRTM radiation schemes allow for
feedbacks between condensation and the radiative intensity
of clouds. This explicit coupling yields substantial improve-
ments over MM5 simulations using CCM2 radiation, in
which cloud water profiles are specified.
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